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Abstract Sketch maps are effective tools for assessing spatial
memory. However, despite their widespread use in cognitive
science research, sketch map analysis techniques remain un-
standardized and carry limitations. In the present article, we
present the Gardony Map Drawing Analyzer (GMDA), an
open-source software package for sketch map analysis.
GMDA combines novel and established analysis techniques
into a graphical user interface that permits rapid computational
sketch map analysis. GMDA calculates GMDA-unique mea-
sures based on pairwise comparisons between landmarks, as
well as bidimensional regression parameters (Friedman &
Kohler, 2003), which together reflect sketch map quality at
two levels: configural and individual landmark. The
configural measures assess the overall landmark configuration
and provide a whole-map analysis. Individual landmark mea-
sures, introduced in GMDA, assess individual landmark
placement and indicate how individual landmarks contribute
to the configural scores. Together, these measures provide a
more complete psychometric picture of sketch map analysis,
allowing for comparisons between sketch maps and between
landmarks. The calculated measures reflect specific and cog-
nitively relevant aspects of interlandmark spatial relationships,
including distance and angular representation. GMDA sup-
ports complex environments (up to 48 landmarks) and two
software modes that capture aspects of maps not addressed by
existing techniques, such as landmark size and shape variation
and interlandmark containment relationships. We describe the
software and its operation and present a formal specification
of calculation procedures for its unique measures. We then
validate the software by demonstrating the capabilities and
reliability of its measures using simulation and experimental

data. The most recent version of GMDA is available at www.
aarongardony.com/tools/map-drawing-analyzer.

Keywords Sketchmaps . Cognitive mapping . Spatial
memory .Mental models

Introduction

During navigation, people gain knowledge of an environment’s
spatial layout, including the locations of points of interest, the
distances between them, and their relative placement (Montello,
1998). A critical question in spatial cognition concerns how
spatial memory develops and how internal and external factors
influence and shape this development. In order to tackle this
important question, one must employ sensitive and reliable mea-
sures of spatial memory. One measure often used in spatial
cognition research is map drawing. Map drawing provides an
intuitive assessment of spatial memory, requiring participants to
sketch the allocentric configuration of environment features.
Sketch maps have been used extensively in psychological exper-
iments, dating back to seminal work by Lynch (1960), and they
have proven an effective and reliable measure of spatial memory
(Billinghurst & Weghorst, 1995; Blades, 1990; Newcombe,
1985; Tversky, 1981) and predictor of wayfinding performance
(Rovine & Weisman, 1989). Despite their utility in assessing
spatial memory, quantitative analysis and scoring of sketch maps
remains cumbersome and unstandardized (Golledge, 1976).
Here we present easy-to-use software that calculates measures
of map completeness and organization, along with simulation
and experimental data to validate its effectiveness.

Challenges to sketch map analysis

The difficulty inherent in quantitative analysis of sketch maps
lies in their information richness. A sketch map’s primary unit
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is the landmark, itself a nebulous construct whose nature few
definitions adequately capture across a range of environments
(Sorrows&Hirtle, 1999). Indeed, any salient component of an
environment, such as buildings or roads, can be categorized as
a landmark, as can emergent properties such as intersections.
The first step to evaluating a sketch map is to define the finite
set of landmarks that constitutes the target environment (i.e.,
the environment to which the sketch map is critically com-
pared). As an example, consider a local playground as the
target environment. This playground may contain a swing set,
a carousel, a sandbox, a slide, and a seesaw in some config-
uration (see Fig. 1a), and a given sketch map may contain
some or all of these landmarks in some other configuration
(see Fig. 1b). The goal of sketch map analysis is to measure
the fit of the sketch map’s landmark configuration to the
actual, target configuration. This is a challenging task. A
map is a symbolic representation containing simple and ab-
stract objects (Blaser, 2000). Sketch maps cannot retain the
absolute positional information of the target environment;
otherwise, a map of a major city, for example, would be miles
across! Rather, maps retain the relative placement of land-
marks in a compressed space.We say that the map in Fig. 1b is
Bgood^ because the landmarks are generally placed accurately
relative to each other. But assessing relative landmark place-
ment using pairwise comparisons rapidly becomes computa-
tionally expensive as the number of landmarks increases.

Using the example of the playground, we would first com-
pare the location of the swing set to those of all other landmarks.
Next, we would compare the carousel to the other landmarks
(except the swing set, which we have already done), repeating
this process for a total of ten pairwise comparisons. When
making these comparisons, we might consider the following
questions: Is each landmark correctly placed relative to the
other landmarks? Are the relative distances and angles between
each landmark and the others preserved? For our playground
example with five landmarks, approaching these comparisons
without computer automation is tenable. However, as the num-
ber of landmarks (nL) in the environment increases, the number

of necessary pairwise comparisons (nPC) increases at a poly-
nomial rate. The combinatorial explosion of comparisons
for landmark-rich maps necessitates a computer-based ap-
proach, as is shown by the following equation:

nPC ¼ nL!

2! nL!−2ð Þ or simply
nL
2

� �

Previous approaches to sketch map analysis

With such computational difficulties, researchers often es-
chew computational approaches to sketch map analysis in
favor of qualitative approaches. For example, researchers
may score maps through a subjective evaluation of map
features (Billinghurst &Weghorst, 1995). Independent judges
would assign maps subjective ratings of Bmap goodness,^
record a metric count of appropriate landmark labels, and
create a subjective relative landmark position score in which
the positions of individual landmarks are evaluated relative to
surrounding landmarks and roads (Carassa, Geminiani,
Morganti , & Varotto, 2002; Coluccia, Bosco, &
Brandimonte, 2007; Coluccia, Iosue, & Brandimonte, 2007;
Zanbaka, Lok, Babu, Ulinski, & Hodges, 2005). Others could
determine important map features and hand-score them using
carefully designed rubrics (Brunyé & Taylor, 2008a, b). This
approach may involve counting missing route segments and
wrong turns (Hegarty, Montello, Richardson, Ishikawa, &
Lovelace, 2006) or using Likert scales to rate road and layout
orientation (Woollett & Maguire, 2010). On the surface, these
approaches appear to incorporate quantitative approaches, but
they have severe limitations.

First, in many cases a subset of environment features, such
as landmark and road placement, are binary-scored—for ex-
ample, either a feature is correctly placed/orientated or it is
not. Although the resulting averaged data are quantitative,
they neither reflect metrical information about the direction/
degree of sketch map error nor consider all comparisons of the
sketch map. Second, these approaches require carefully

a) b)

Fig. 1 An example target environment—a local playground (a)—and a hand-drawn sketch map representing the target environment (b)
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designed scoring rubrics to evaluate maps. Not only is this
process time-consuming, but, because rubrics are designed
before data are collected, they are often specific to the re-
searcher’s hypotheses undermining their objectivity. They
may overlook map features not predicted by the researcher’s
hypotheses, precluding the discovery of novel or unexpected
findings that could have important theoretical implications.
Third, these approaches require multiple independent judges
to evaluate maps. Training judges is time-consuming, and
even the best-designed scoring rubric has some subjectivity.
This subjectivity necessitates using two or more independent
judges and assessing scoring reliability, thus slowing the
analysis considerably. More generally, when it comes to
sketch map analysis, Breinventing the wheel^ appears to be
the standard, and this variation in approach makes it difficult
to interpret the literature as a whole.

In this landscape of varied approaches, one method of
sketch map analysis has gathered general acceptance,
bidimensional regression (BDR). BDR is a statistical tech-
nique that avoids the perils and pitfalls of subjective map
analysis and provides quantitative measures of the degree of
resemblance between sets of points in a 2-D plane (Friedman
&Kohler, 2003; Tobler, 1994). BDR inputs the coordinates of
a sketch map’s landmarks and the coordinates of the target
environment’s landmarks and yields reliable measures of
configural accuracy. Presently, BDR is the preferred quantita-
tive sketch map analysis technique in spatial cognition.
However, BDR has some disadvantages. BDR requires that
both the sketch map and the target environment have the same
number of landmarks, and thus is not suitable for incomplete
maps. But memory is often incomplete (Fontaine, Edwards,
Tversky, & Denis, 2005)! Researchers have avoided this issue
by providing participants with a landmark set prior to map
drawing, but this shifts the task demands from Bmap drawing^
to Blandmark arrangement.^ Using this cued-recall approach
can mask differences in landmark information retrieval (i.e.,
knowing that there is a landmark and/or knowing its identity)
between experimental conditions. In addition, BDR requires
the extraction of landmark coordinates from the sketch map.
This is straightforward for computer-based landmark arrange-
ment tasks, but time-consuming and error-prone for traditional
paper-and-pencil sketch maps. Finally, BDR provides mea-
sures of overall configural accuracy but does not provide
measures indicating how individual landmarks contribute to
the overall configuration. This more fine-grained information
may prove indispensible in understanding the cognitive un-
derpinnings of spatial knowledge.

Gardony Map Drawing Analyzer

The GardonyMapDrawing Analyzer (GMDA) is a standalone
map analysis program with an easy-to-use graphical interface,
It provides a range of quantitative measures to better compare

sketch maps to target environment layouts. The software com-
pares landmark locations on the participant’s sketch map to
those in the target environment. It provides novel quantitative
measures reflecting the relative canonical (NSEW) and metri-
cal (distances and angles) placements between landmarks, as
well as BDR measures. GMDA supports complex environ-
ments (up to 48 landmarks) and, importantly, handles maps
with missing landmarks, a shortfall of BDR. Users can specify
landmark locations on the sketch map by positioning graphical
2-D points or bounding rectangles with the computer mouse,
allowing for intuitive and automated coordinate extraction.
The software outputs summary data of the sketch map’s
configural accuracy, the coordinates of the target environ-
ment’s and sketch map’s landmarks, and a log of the pairwise
comparisons to comma-separated-value (.CSV) files that can
be readily opened by Excel, SPSS, R, or other data manage-
ment and analysis software.

Additional functionality for advanced users exists, includ-
ing the ability to save and reload participants’ landmark con-
figurations, save screenshots, and reanalyze maps en masse.
GMDA can be installed on computers running Windows and
can be updated and upgraded automatically via an embedded
software update module. For downloading and other informa-
tion, visit www.aarongardony.com/tools/map-drawing-
analyzer. The software is copyrighted by the first author and
is protected by an open-source end-user license agreement that
is distributed with the software. This license agreement grants
users a perpetual and nonexclusive license to use, modify, and
redistribute the software to suit their needs.

Definition of terms and software modes

Before describing the software in detail, a definition of com-
monly used terms and a description of the software’s modes is
needed. The target environment refers to the environment to
which the participant’s sketch map is critically compared. For
example, if a participant drew a sketch map of a university
campus, the target environment would comprise the university
campus itself. The term sketch map always refers to the partic-
ipant’s sketch map of the target environment. A configuration
refers to an arrangement of landmarks in 2-D space.

GMDA has two modes: basic and advanced. The main
distinction between these modes is how they represent land-
marks. In basic mode, landmarks are represented by a single 2-
D point (x, y), denoted as a numeric landmark label (see
Fig. 2a). In advanced mode, landmarks are represented by a
bounding rectangle, a landmark box (see Fig. 2b). In most
cases, basic mode is adequate to analyze sketch maps.
However, in some cases advanced mode is preferred. First,
landmarks in the target environment may differ substantively
in size, and the researcher may want to measure landmark size
distortion. Second, certain landmarks, such as roads, may be
differently shaped and have different extents than others.
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Third, landmarks may have containment relationships with
each other (e.g., a lake contains a boat, an office contains a
desk). Representing landmarks by a single point cannot cap-
ture these common cases, and a bounding rectangle is more
appropriate for the task. We will explore how advanced mode
reflects these map features later.

Software workflow

In the following sections, we detail the steps required to
analyze sketch maps with GMDA. These steps involve a
one-time recording of the target environment’s landmark lo-
cations in a coordinates file and a series of steps for each
sketch map to be analyzed relative to the target environment.
Figure 3 depicts a schematic of this process.

Building a coordinates file

The user first creates a coordinates file, which is a .CSV file
containing the Cartesian coordinates of the target environ-
ment’s landmarks. The user can build a coordinates file in
GMDA by clicking File → New Coordinates File.
Coordinates files can contain up to 48 landmarks. The user
has two options for creating a coordinates file in GMDA.
Users can manually enter landmark names and their coordi-
nates (see Fig. 4a) or can use the graphical interface to arrange
landmark labels/boxes on a perfect map of the target environ-
ment (see Fig. 4b). Entered coordinates must be Cartesian—
that is, increasing x values indicate positioning toward the
right, and increasing y values indicate upward positioning
(see Fig. 5). There are no numerical limits to the range of
possible coordinate values. However, if scaling and/or trans-
lation of the configuration is a dependent variable of interest,
we recommend setting the coordinate range to ±350.
Constructing coordinates files graphically automatically ex-
tracts the Cartesian coordinates from the user’s arrangement
(coordinate range: ±350). Note that advanced mode does not
support manual coordinate entry, because of the complexity
and potential for user error when assigning multiple coordi-
nates per landmark. Once a user has built the coordinates file,
he or she can use it repeatedly to score maps of the same target

environment. Coordinates files are mode-specific: A coordi-
nates file created in basic mode cannot be used for advanced
mode analysis, and vice versa. Coordinates files are stored in
the local Resources folder, which is found in the same direc-
tory as the GMDA executable.

Analyzing a sketch map

Once a coordinates file for the target environment is created,
sketch map analysis can begin. This is a three-step process.
The user selects the appropriate software mode (basic or
advanced), loads the sketch map image and coordinates file,
and then arranges the landmark labels/boxes in order to cal-
culate the measures. We describe each of these steps in turn.
Figure 6 depicts the software’s home screen, from which
sketch map analysis is conducted.

Step 1: Selecting the software mode The user toggles between
modes by clicking the BBasic^ and BAdvanced^ buttons in the
center right of the window. Yellow highlighting denotes the
currently active mode. Switching modes resets the program to
its starting state, removing any loaded sketch map images and
resetting the positions of landmark labels/boxes.

Step 2: Loading the sketch map image and coordinates
file Collected sketch maps should be scanned and converted
to image files (.JPG is preferable). At this stage, we strongly
recommend cropping the sketch map image so that it is square
(i.e., the length and width, in pixels, are identical). If this step
is not taken, GMDAwill automatically rescale the map image
to fit the square analysis window and will notify the user. This
procedure maintains the aspect ratio when reducing image size
to fit the window, which ensures that interlandmark distances
and angles in the rescaled sketch map are preserved, but
makes positioning landmark labels/boxes more difficult by
reducing the size of the workspace. Once the sketch map has
been scanned and cropped, the user can load it into GMDA by
clicking File → Open Map Image and selecting the image.
Once the map image is loaded, the user can load the coordi-
nates file. The last-used coordinates file is preloaded on
startup, so the user can skip this step if the intent is to use
the same coordinates file from the last session.

a) b)

Fig. 2 (a) In basic mode, landmark locations are represented by a single point, a landmark label. The top left of the landmark label represents the
landmark location. (b) In advanced mode, landmark locations are represented by a bounding rectangle, a landmark box
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Step 3: Arranging labels/boxes and calculating measures
With the sketch map loaded, the next step is to select the target
environment to which the map will be compared. The user
selects the target environment from the drop-down Map ID
menu. This menu contains all the user-created coordinates
files stored in the Resource folder. Once the target environ-
ment is selected, landmark labels or boxes appear, depending
on the software mode. The user then arranges the landmark
labels/boxes on the sketch map using the mouse. In basic
mode, users simply click and drag each landmark label to its
location on the sketch map or double click it to mark a
landmark as missing. In advanced mode, the user moves each
landmark box by clicking and dragging its center box and

manipulating the box’s size and shape using the points on its
perimeter (see Fig. 2). Double-clicking the center box marks
the landmark as missing. Once the landmark label/boxes are
positioned, the analysis controls on the right are activated, and
the software is ready to calculate measures of configural
accuracy (see Fig. 7). At this point, the user has a few options.
The user can rotate the map and labels/boxes using the rota-
tion buttons at the top right. Rotation can be used to correct
improperly rotated maps and will influence some (but not all)
of the calculated measures. When and how to use this feature
will be discussed later. Clicking BPreview^ will display the
calculated configural measures in a pop-up window but will
not save data files. Clicking BCalculate^ will save a summary

Fig. 3 Schematic of the GMDA analysis procedure
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data file containing the calculated measures, and a raw file
containing a log of the pairwise comparisons as well as the
Cartesian coordinates of the target environment and the sketch
map’s landmarks. Files are saved in the local Data folder. It
will also automatically save a log of the participant’s landmark
configuration in a configuration file located in the local
Configurations folder. This file can be used to reload a partic-
ipant’s landmark configuration for reanalysis.

Additional features

GMDA has several additional features that aid the analysis
process. As was touched on previously, each time a data file is
saved, a configuration file is also saved. Users can also gen-
erate configuration files manually by first arranging landmark

labels/boxes and then clicking File → Save Configuration.
Saved configurations can be loaded back into GMDA for
visualization and reanalysis of previously analyzed landmark
configurations (File → Load Configuration). This can be
especially useful in troubleshooting unexpected outliers that
may have been caused by an erroneous landmark label/box
arrangement. Along similar lines, multiple configuration files
can be reanalyzed en masse using batch reanalysis (File →
Batch Reanalysis). To use this feature, the user first sets the
target environment using the drop-down Map ID menu. Then
the user selects multiple configuration files representing
sketch maps of the target environment. These files are then
reanalyzed, producing a new summary and raw file for each
processed configuration file. This feature is particularly useful
if software updates modify the existing measures or introduce
new ones. Finally, the user can take a screenshot of the current
software state (File → Take Screenshot).

Specification of configural measures

GMDA calculates two groups of measures: measures unique
to GMDA and bidimensional regression (BDR) measures.
GMDA-unique measures are calculated to examine the ca-
nonical and metrical relationships between landmarks on the
sketch map using pairwise comparison. BDR measures are
calculated by inputting the Cartesian coordinates of the sketch
map’s drawn landmarks and the coordinates of the target
environment’s landmarks into BDR equations. The measures
detailed below describe computations that operate on land-
marks and their (x, y) coordinates.

One important point is that basic and advanced mode differ
in how they define a landmark. Recall that in basic mode each
landmark is represented by a single 2-D point, whereas in
advanced mode each landmark is represented by a landmark
box composed of eight peripheral 2-D points (see Fig. 2). For
basic mode what constitutes a landmark is intuitive, the (x, y)

a) b)

Fig. 4 Building a coordinates file in basic mode using manual (a) and graphical (b) coordinate entry

Fig. 5 Cartesian coordinate system. Note that the coordinates files used
by GMDA must adhere to a Cartesian coordinate system
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coordinates of the single point that defines the landmark’s
location. For example, basic mode represents the campus
center in Fig. 2a (landmark label #8) by a single (x, y) pair.
Advanced mode defines a landmark as the (x, y) coordinates
of the landmark box’s 8 peripheral points. For example, the
landmark box that defines the campus center in Fig. 2b is
composed of eight peripheral points, each of which are repre-
sented by a single (x, y) pair. Thus, for a given target environ-
ment containing n landmarks and a complete sketch map, a
basic-mode analysis would process n landmarks, yielding
n
2

� �
pairwise comparisons, and an advanced mode analysis

would process 8n landmarks, yielding
8n
2

� �
−n 8

2

� �

pairwise comparisons (peripheral points from the same land-
mark box are not compared). The calculations detailed below
are identical between modes but advanced mode is more
computationally expensive because it processes more land-
mark coordinates. In the following section, we provide com-
prehensive descriptions of GMDA-unique measures (see
Appendix A for detailed calculations procedures) and a con-
ceptual introduction to the BDR measures. For more in-depth
specification of BDR see Friedman and Kohler (2003).

a) b)

Fig. 7 Software state prior to conducting an analysis in basic (a) and advanced (b) modes

Fig. 6 Example screenshot of GMDA’s home screen
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GMDA-unique measures

GMDA-unique measures are calculated by pairwise compar-
ison of landmarks. The configural measures detailed below
are divided into two groups: canonical and metrical.

Canonical measures

Canonical measures compare each landmark’s position rela-
tive to all other landmarks using canonical directions
(NSEW). These are not strict canonical directions, per se,
rather they reflect the positioning of landmarks in Cartesian
space. Consider the playground’s slide and carousel in Fig. 1a.
In this example because the carousel’s x coordinate is greater
and y coordinate is less than the slide’s respective (x, y)
coordinates we would define the carousel as North and East
of the slide. The North/South (N/S) dimension can also be
thought of as mapped to Up/Down (U/D) dimension and East/
West (E/W) to Right/Left (R/L), using the map as the referent.
To calculate the canonical measures, first each landmark in the
target environment is compared to all other landmarks in
pairwise fashion. The number of necessary comparisons in-
creases with the total number of landmarks in the target

environment (nTL) and is equal to
nTL
2

� �
. The software

determines the N/S and E/W relationship for each comparison
first for the target environment and then for the sketch map.
The following canonical measures are calculated on the basis
of these comparisons.

Canonical organization & SQRT(canonical organization) To
calculate canonical organization (CanOrg), the software iter-

ates through the
nTL
2

� �
pairwise comparisons and calcu-

lates canonical scores by determining if the canonical rela-
tionships for each comparison in the sketch map match the
target environment. A correct canonical comparison receives
one point and an incorrect one receives zero points. Going
back to the playground example, we see in Fig. 1a that the
carousel is N and E of the slide. In the Fig. 1b sketch map, the
carousel is also N and E of the slide. This comparison there-
fore receives 2 points, one for the N/S and one for the E/W
relationship. Importantly, comparisons to a landmark missing
from the hand-drawn map are automatically scored as zero.
This makes CanOrg distinct from the other measures de-
scribed below, because it considers and penalizes missing
landmarks. The sum of canonical scores (numerator) divided
by the number of canonical comparisons (denominator)

2
nTL
2

� �� �
is the CanOrg score. This proportional measure

ranges from 0 to 1 with higher scores indicating better
configural accuracy and landmark recall.

Researchers who wish to use CanOrg should consider two
limitations of the measure. First, whereas CanOrg provides a
single measure of configural accuracy and completeness, this
property can obfuscate the source of the map’s error. For
example, a map with a low CanOrg score may omit several
landmarks or alternatively may be relatively complete but
misconfigured. Because of this ambiguity, we recommend
interpreting CanOrg contextualized with the number of cor-
rectly drawn landmarks, which GMDA also reports. Second,
as missing landmarks in the sketch map increase, CanOrg
scores decrease nonlinearly. Consider a perfectly drawn
sketch map of a target environment that contains n landmarks
total (nTL). This sketch map would have a CanOrg score of 1.
Since landmarks are marked missing from the sketch map the
number of drawn landmarks in the sketch map (nDL) de-
creases. CanOrgperfect decreases exponentially as nDL de-
creases and is modeled by the following equation:

CanOrgperfect ¼
nDL
2

� �

nTL
2

� �

This is problematic for two reasons. First, there is greater
variance in CanOrg scores for well-drawn maps than poorly
drawn. Second, many statistical tests require measures to be
normally distributed. The distribution of CanOrg is often
nonnormal and positively skewed. To correct this, GMDA
provides a square-root-corrected measure, SQRT(CanOrg),
that linearizes the exponential relationship between CanOrg
and nDL (see Fig. 8). If one is analyzing maps containing
missing landmarks, we recommend using this measure.

Canonical accuracy Consider a sketch map that omits several
landmarks but accurately represents the landmarks depicted.
This sketch map would receive a low CanOrg score because
of zero-scoring missing landmarks, which would consequent-
ly mask the configural accuracy of the depicted landmarks.
Canonical accuracy (CanAcc) accounts for this possibility.
CanAcc is calculated identically to CanOrg except CanAcc
only considers drawn landmarks. The sum of canonical scores
for drawn landmarks (numerator) divided by the number of
canonical comparisons for drawn landmarks (denominator)

2
nDL
2

� �� �
is the CanAcc score. This proportional measure

ranges from 0 to 1 with higher scores indicating better
configural accuracy for depicted landmarks.

Metrical measures

The canonical measures reflect a sketch map’s overall complete-
ness and configural accuracy, but an obvious downside is that
they lack fine-grained resolution. For example, in the Fig. 1b
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sketchmap the carousel is north and east of the slide and thus the
canonical comparisons (N/S & E/W) are correct. However, the
interlandmark distance is shorter than in the target environment
and the interlandmark angle is rotated clockwise, but by an angle
smaller than what would alter the canonical comparison. The
canonical measures are not sensitive to such errors. As a result,
we designed additional metrical measures. These measures, as
with CanAcc, only consider drawn landmarks.

Scaling bias Scaling bias measures the direction of scaling of
interlandmark distances on the sketch map. A sketch map’s
interlandmark distances may be compressed (i.e., shorter) or
expanded (i.e., longer) relative to the target environment. For
example, in Fig. 1, the distance between the slide and the
carousel is compressed, and the distance between the sandbox
and the seesaw is expanded. Scaling bias measures the direc-
tion of these biases in distance representation. It compares the

interlandmark Euclidean distances for the
nDL
2

� �
landmark

comparisons on the sketch map to the equivalent comparisons
in the target environment. First the software calculates the
maximum interlandmark Euclidean distance for both the
sketch map (maxDSM)) and the target environment
(maxDTE). Importantly, maxDTE only considers landmarks
drawn in the sketch map. Then all the interlandmark
Euclidean distances in the sketch map (dSM) and target envi-
ronment (dTE) are scale-equalized into distance ratios by
dividing by their maximum distances, maxDSM and maxDTE,

respectively. This yields
nDL
2

� �
distance ratios for the

sketch map and target environment. The software then iterates
through each landmark comparison subtracting the target en-
vironment’s distance ratio (drTE) from the sketch map’s

(drSM). These difference scores (drDiff) are then summated
(numerator) and divided by the number of landmark compar-

isons (denominator)
nDL
2

� �� �
. Positive values indicate

expansion of interlandmark distances on the sketch map and
negative values indicate compression.

Distance accuracy Distance accuracy measures the accuracy
of scaling of interlandmark distances on the sketch map. It is
calculated in a similar fashion to scaling bias but considers the
magnitude of interlandmark distance error rather than direction.
As with scaling bias, distance ratio difference scores (drDiff)
between the sketch maps and target environment are calculated.
Then, the absolute value of each difference score is computed.
These scores are then summed (numerator) and divided by the

number of landmark comparisons (denominator)
nDL
2

� �� �
.

Finally, this error score is subtracted from 1. This proportional
measure ranges from 0 to 1 with larger scores indicating more
accurate representation of interlandmark distances.

Rotational bias Rotational bias measures the direction of
angular error of interlandmark angles on the sketch map. A
sketch map’s interlandmark angles may be rotated clockwise
or counterclockwise relative to the target environment. For
example, in Fig. 1, the angle between the sandbox and the
swing set is rotated clockwise, and the angle between the
swing set and the carousel is rotated counterclockwise.
Rotational bias measures the direction of these biases in
angular representation. It compares the interlandmark angles

for the
nDL
2

� �
landmark comparisons on the sketch map to

the equivalent comparisons in the target environment. First the

Fig. 8 Canonical organization (CanOrg) of a perfectly drawn map as a function of the number of drawn landmarks. As landmarks are marked missing,
CanOrg decreases exponentially. Note that SQRT(CanOrg) is preferable, because it linearizes the exponential function
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software calculates the
nDL
2

� �
interlandmark angles (in

radians) for the sketch map and the target environment.
Then the software iterates through each landmark comparison
subtracting the target environment’s angle (angTE) from the
sketch map’s (angSM). These angular difference scores
(angDiff) are then averaged. The averaging procedure is nec-
essarily more complex than computing the arithmetic mean
because angles are circular quantities (e.g., 0°≡360°). Each
difference score is first converted to an (x, y) coordinate on the
unit circle. In other words, the polar coordinates of the angle
difference are converted to Cartesian coordinates. Then the x
and y coordinates are separately averaged into one x–y pair,
x; yð Þ, which lies on the unit circle. Rotational bias is the
resulting angle when x; yð Þ is converted back to polar coordi-
nates, the circular mean (Berens, 2009). The range of possible
values falls between +180 and –180. Positive values indicate
clockwise rotation of interlandmark angles on the sketch map
and negative values indicate counterclockwise rotation.

Angle accuracy Angle accuracy measures the accuracy of
interlandmark angles on the sketch map and considers the
magnitude of interlandmark angular error rather than direc-
tion. As with rotational bias, angular difference scores
(angDiff) are calculated. However, at this point they are con-
verted to degrees (±180°). The absolute value of each differ-
ence score is computed and then the scores are summated
(numerator) and divided by the number of landmark compar-

isons (denominator)
nDL
2

� �� �
. This angular error score is

then scaled to a proportion by dividing by 180. Lastly this
proportion is subtracted from 1. This proportional measure
ranges from 0 to 1 with larger scores indicating more accurate
interlandmark angle representation.

Measures for individual landmarks

The GMDA-unique configural measures described above ad-
dress the question BHow accurately is the overall map
drawn?^ Another important question when analyzing sketch
maps is BHow accurately is each landmark drawn?^ For
example, a sketch map may be drawn accurately for the most
part but contain a few poorly placed landmarks. To address
this question, GMDA also provides its unique measures for
individual landmarks. For each landmark, the same calcula-
tion procedures are used except only pairwise comparisons
that contain the landmark are considered. As such, for each
landmark in the sketch map, nDL – 1 comparisons enter into
the calculation of each measure. Since these calculations only
consider drawn landmarks canonical organization is not cal-
culated. The interpretation of canonical accuracy, scaling bias,
rotational bias, distance accuracy, and angle accuracy remains

the same for an individual landmark. Importantly, the calcu-
lations of these measures differ between basic and advanced
mode. Recall that for the purpose of the measure calculations,
the definition of a landmark differs between basic and ad-
vanced modes. In advanced mode, a landmark is defined as
the (x, y) coordinates of the eight peripheral points around its
landmark box (see Fig. 2b). To account for this, GMDA
averages the measures of each landmark’s peripheral points
to produce one individual measure for each landmark. Note
that the circular mean is used for rotational bias (Berens,
2009). For more detailed description of this procedure, see
Appendix A. Another important aspect of these measures is
that averaging the GMDA measures of the individual land-
marks is equal to the configural measures of that sketch map.
This property allows the researcher to examine how specific
landmarks contribute to the overall configural scores.

Bidimensional regression and novel applications

GMDA also provides bidimensional regression (BDR) pa-
rameters by inputting the Cartesian coordinates of the sketch
map’s drawn landmarks and the respective target environ-
ment’s landmarks into BDR equations. BDR equations are
detailed in the original work (Friedman & Kohler, 2003).
Missing landmarks are not scored. As in unidimensional
regression, specifying which variable (sketch map or target
environment) is the independent variable (IV) and which is the
dependent variable (DV) impacts the regression equation. For
the purposes of sketch map analysis, Friedman and Kohler
advocate inputting the sketch map as the DV because then the
parameters and transforms reflect how one’s cognitive map (as
measured by the sketch map) was derived from the target
environment. For this reason, GMDA enters the sketch map’s
coordinates as the DV by default, but users can specify the
sketch map as IV in the software’s options if they wish. Here
we provide a brief conceptual overview of the BDR parame-
ters and transforms with the sketch map set as the DV. The
correlation coefficient, r, measures the degree of resemblance
between sets of point configurations. This measure, which
hypothetically ranges from 0 to 1, is insensitive to scaling,
translation, and rotation of the sketch map relative to the target
environment. The interpretation of r is similar to the unidi-
mensional case; values closer to 1 represent a better Bfit^
between the sketch map’s landmark configuration and the
target environment. Further, r2 refers to the proportion of
variance of the sketch map’s landmark configuration ex-
plained by the target environment’s configuration. Another
parameter, distortion index (DI), is closely related to r2. This
measure, originally proposed by Waterman and Gordon
(1984) and expanded by Friedman and Kohler, denotes the
percentage of distortion in the sketch map and is reported as a
percentage hypothetically ranging from 0 to 100. DI2 is the
proportion of variance of the sketch map’s landmark
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configuration that remains unexplained by BDR. DI relates to

r2 by the following equation: DI
100

� �2 ¼ 1−r2.
BDR also provides other parameters that measure the ex-

tent to which the map’s landmark configuration is translated,
scaled, and rotated relative to the target environment’s axis
system. Two parameters, alpha 1 (α1) and alpha 2 (α2),
denote the extent of horizontal and vertical translation of the
sketch map’s environment, respectively. Negative values in-
dicate translation left and down and positive values indicate
right and up, respectively. Scale (ϕ) denotes the extent to
which the sketch map’s landmark configuration is expanded
or contracted. Values greater than 1 indicate expansion and
values less than 1 indicate contraction. Angle (theta) (θ) de-
notes the extent to which the sketch map is rotated. Negative
values indicate clockwise rotation and positive values indicate
counterclockwise rotation.

GMDA calculates and outputs these configural measures
as well as the intermediary parameters that are used in their
calculation (beta 1, beta 2, DMax, D; for descriptions, see
Friedman & Kohler, 2003). GMDA goes a step further in
advanced mode, computing BDR parameters for individual
landmarks. Advanced mode is uniquely suited for this task,
because each landmark is abstracted by the eight (x, y) coor-
dinates that represent the landmark. Thus, for each landmark,
these points can be abstracted as an eight-landmark sketch
map and then compared to the corresponding landmark in the
target environment, itself an eight-landmark map. For each
landmark, GMDA inputs the Cartesian coordinates of the
landmark’s eight peripheral points and the corresponding
coordinates in the target environment into the BDR equations
and outputs the BDR parameters. GMDA reports all of the
BDR parameters, but not all are interpretable when applied to
single landmarks. We recommend that only r, alpha 1, alpha
2, and scale be interpreted. r captures the extent to which a
landmark is correctly shaped. For example, a given landmark
in the target environment may be longer than it is wide (e.g., a
road), but depicted in the sketch map as wider than it is long.
Shape distortion like this would result in a lowered individual
r. Similar to their configural interpretations, alpha 1 and alpha
2 denote horizontal and vertical translation of the landmark,
respectively, and scale denotes the extent to which a land-
mark’s size is expanded or contracted. These measures may be
used alone or in conjunction with the individual GMDA
measures to discover anomalous landmarks exerting a strong
influence on the configural measures.

Sketch map rotation: Best practices and its influence
on measures

In many cases, a researcher will want to correctly orient the
sketch map prior to analysis, orienting the sketch map’s land-
mark configuration with that of the target environment. This is

straightforward when sketch maps are drawn accurately, but
not as clear when the sketch map’s landmark configuration is
disorganized as compared to the target environment. In either
case, rather than subjectively orienting the sketch map, we
recommend using a minimize configural theta strategy to
correctly orient the sketch map. To do so, first arrange the
landmark labels/boxes, and then rotate the sketch map. The
rotate buttons (highlighted in Fig. 9a) rotate the sketch map
and the arranged landmark labels/boxes in 90° increments
(Fig. 9b). After each rotation, preview the configural mea-
sures. Select the orientation that yields a theta value closest to
0. Using this orientation will maximize the configural mea-
sures that are influenced by sketch map rotation.

We advocate the minimize configural theta strategy be-
cause sketch map rotation influences some of the calculated
measures in predictable ways. Table 1 presents the configural
GMDA-unique measures and BDR parameters for the four
possible rotations (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) of the sketch map
depicted in Fig. 9. From the table, it is clear that for this sketch
map the initial rotation (0°) minimizes theta and is thus
adequately oriented relative to the target environment. The
table also demonstrates a few key points about how sketch
map rotation influences the configural measures. Rotation
does not influence scaling bias, distance accuracy, r, scale,
or DI. This makes sense, because these measures concern
interlandmark distances, which are unaffected by rotation.
However, SQRT(canonical organization), canonical accuracy,
rotational bias, angle accuracy, alpha 1, alpha 2, and theta are
affected by rotation. Specifically, bias values increase and
accuracy values decrease when the sketch map is rotated
further away from the correct orientation. This is important
to consider in experiments in which sketch map orientation is
a dependent variable of interest. Such experiments may con-
tain manipulations that promote sketch map rotation in a
consistent manner. In these cases, researchers should analyze
sketch maps in their drawn orientation, noting rotational bias
and theta values, and then minimize configural theta and
reanalyze to obtain configural measures unaffected by the
sketch map rotation.

Our last point on sketch map rotation concerns advanced
mode. Advanced mode denotes landmarks with a landmark
box, but this poses a problem during map rotation. Landmark
boxes possess their own intrinsic orientation, which must be
matched with the sketch map orientation. If a sketch map is
not correctly oriented, GMDA must match the orientation of
the landmark boxes to that of the sketch map. Said another
way, GMDA must determine the order to enter the (x, y)
coordinates of each landmark box’s peripheral points into
the BDR equations, such that the sketch map’s order matches
that of the target environment. Consider the landmark box for
the campus center in Fig. 2b. GMDA can enter the (x, y)
coordinates for this box in four different ways by starting at
a corner peripheral point and rotating clockwise until all eight
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points are entered. To determine the correct landmark box
orientation, GMDA cycles through the four coordinate entry
options and selects the landmark box orientation that maxi-
mizes configural r. This process ensures (to the extent possi-
ble) that the landmark boxes’ orientations match the sketch
map’s orientation. GMDA then calculates its measures using
this orientation.

Validating simulations and experiments

We now present experiments and simulations to validate
GMDA and its measures. In Simulation 1, we generated

thousands of random sketch maps, scoring them with
GMDA in basic mode. We show that the both configural
and individual measures follow predictable patterns for
random maps and can be readily explained by established
statistical distributions. In Experiment 1, we collected maps
of a university campus from undergraduates, analyzing
them with GMDA. We show that GMDA and BDR mea-
sures are inter- and intracorrelated and demonstrate how the
measures pattern together to measure distance representa-
tion and angular configuration. In Simulation 2, we ex-
plored how advanced mode handles special cases in which
sketch maps violate interlandmark size, shape, and contain-
ment relationships and demonstrated how the individual

a) b)

Fig. 9 Sketch map rotation buttons (a) and example of the software state following a 90° clockwise rotation (b). Note that the software is shown in basic
mode, but the rotation mechanics operate identically in advanced mode

Table 1 Configural GMDA-unique measures and bidimensional regression (BDR) parameters as a function of sketch map rotation for the example
map depicted in Fig. 9

GMDA

SQRT(Canonical
Organization)

Canonical
Accuracy

Scaling Bias Rotational Bias Distance
Accuracy

Angle Accuracy

Sketch Map Rotation 0° 0.899 0.924 –0.023 –4.243 0.905 0.929

90° 0.668 0.510 –0.023 85.757 0.905 0.523

180° 0.258 0.076 –0.023 175.757 0.905 0.071

270° 0.655 0.490 –0.023 –94.243 0.905 0.477

BDR

r alpha 1 alpha 2 scale theta DI

Sketch Map Rotation 0° 0.955 161.301 –24.102 0.050 5.549 29.590

90° 0.955 –24.102 –161.300 0.050 –84.451 29.590

180° 0.955 –161.301 24.102 0.050 185.549 29.590

270° 0.955 24.102 161.301 0.050 95.549 29.590
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landmark measures can assess individual landmark contri-
butions to overall sketch map accuracy. Finally, we discuss
different ways that researchers can use GMDA to generate
inferences about spatial mental representations. Together,
this work validates GMDA, showing that its measures
provide a comprehensive and reliable picture of sketch
map accuracy.

Simulation 1

Random map generation We first created a random 24-
landmark target environment, generating random (x, y)
coordinates for each landmark. We chose 24 landmarks
because this number provides a sufficiently complex
target environment for simulation and lies in the middle
of the possible numerical range of landmarks GMDA
supports (up to 48 landmarks). The landmarks’ (x, y)
coordinates randomly varied between –350 and +350.
This range permitted the randomly generated target en-
vironment to match the dimensions of the sketch map
window in the software (700 × 700 pixels). We randomly
generated several candidate target environments and se-
lected one in which landmarks were sufficiently spread
out. This target environment was used in all subsequent
simulations.

Next, we created 1,000 random configurations of the 24
landmarks (i.e., sketch maps) in similar fashion. In each
configuration the landmarks’ (x, y) coordinates randomly
varied between –350 and +350. We then created three
additional randomly generated 1,000 map sets in which we
manipulated the number of drawn landmarks (nDL) as a
subset of the target landmarks: 18, 12, and 6. In each
configuration, we randomly selected nDL landmarks that
were then randomly placed as before. The nonselected land-
marks were marked missing. In total, we created four sets of
1,000 randomly generated sketch maps that reflect different
levels of landmark recall: 100 %, 75 %, 50 %, and 25 %
drawn. Finally, we analyzed the map sets in reference to the
randomly generated target environment using GMDA’s
batch analysis function.

Distribution fitting We calculated descriptive statistics for the
GMDA-unique and BDR configural measures for the four
map sets and visually examined the distributions using
histograms. For all measures the histograms resembled
documented continuous statistical distributions. As a result,
we tested the fit of our simulated data sets against these
best-fit distributions with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)
test, using the fitdistrplus package, version 1.0-2, of the R
environment for statistical computing (Delignette-Muller,
Pouillot, Denis, & Dutang, 2010). We selected a stringent
alpha level of .01 to prevent Type I errors, given the large
sample size of our simulated data sets. Table 2 presents

descriptive statistics and results of our distribution fitting
procedure. We note that despite the stringent alpha level of
the KS tests, some measures yielded a significant KS
statistic, suggesting that these measures are not explained
by their respective best-fit distributions. In these cases, we
tested additional candidate distributions but did not find
other distributions that yielded smaller KS statistics.
Therefore, we maintain that our selected distributions best
explain the data and that the significant KS statistics likely
stem from the large sample size of our simulations. We also
conducted the same procedure for the GMDA-unique indi-
vidual measures, calculating descriptive statistics and view-
ing distributions for one of the 24 landmarks in the four
map sets. Descriptive statistics and distributions for the
individual landmarks resembled those observed for the
configural measures in all map sets. Thus, our discussion
of the configural measures applies to the individual mea-
sures as well.

Table 2 reveals several important features of the simula-
tions. First, in all cases the configural measure distributions
were explained by established statistical distributions.
Notably, all GMDA-unique measures were normally distrib-
uted except rotational bias, which was uniformly distribut-
ed. Furthermore, the distributions of canonical organization,
accuracy, and angle accuracy were centered at .5, suggest-
ing that for these measures a score of .5 reflects chance
performance when the sketch map is correctly oriented.
Rotational bias’s uniform distribution is intuitive, because
all rotations should be equally probable with randomly
generated maps. Second, the measures maintained their
best-fit distributions as the percentage of landmarks drawn
decreased. Canonical organization, which is penalized for
missing landmarks, decreased as the percentage of land-
marks drawn decreased, but still maintained its normal
distribution. Other measures, which only score drawn land-
marks, maintained both their means and distributions. It
should be noted that as the percentage of landmarks drawn
decreased, variance increased for measures of the drawn
landmarks, but decreased for canonical organization.
Interestingly, r appeared to increase as the percentage of
landmarks drawn decreased. We explored this further by
simulating additional map sets ranging between two and 24
drawn landmarks and calculating configural measures.
Figure 10 depicts how the configural accuracy measures
varied as a function of the number of drawn landmarks.
The GMDA-unique measures maintained stable values as
the number of drawn landmarks decreased, but r increased
following a pareto distribution. Because of this, we do not
recommend using r for maps containing few landmarks
(<8). Overall, Table 2 demonstrates that GMDA’s configural
measures and their distributions follow predictable patterns,
reflecting their reliability as measures of sketch map
configural accuracy.
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics of configural GMDA-unique and BDR
measures from random sketch map simulation, best fitting distributions,
and observed Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KG) statistics (four total

simulations [n = 1,000 randomly generated maps] were run, manipulating
the percentage of total maps drawn [100, 75, 50, 25])

% Total Landmarks
Drawn

Configural Measure Name Mean SD Min Max Skew Kurtosis Best Fit
Distribution

KS Statistic

100 % Canonical organization 0.498 0.053 0.339 0.710 0.054 0.000 normal 0.018

SQRT(Canonical organization) 0.705 0.038 0.582 0.843 –0.106 0.009 normal 0.021

Canonical accuracy 0.498 0.053 0.339 0.710 0.054 0.000 normal 0.018

Scaling bias –0.037 0.032 –0.141 0.067 –0.042 –0.206 normal 0.022

Rotational bias 5.228 103.362 –179.981 179.048 –0.070 –1.168 uniform 0.036

Rotational bias, circular
descriptives1

72.217 1.388 –179.981 179.048 0.000 –0.010 — —

Distance accuracy 0.745 0.012 0.709 0.799 0.138 0.438 normal 0.019

Angle accuracy 0.501 0.051 0.346 0.701 0.044 –0.052 normal 0.018

r 0.188 0.096 0.010 0.557 0.585 0.128 Weibull 0.018

alpha 1 –0.821 41.694 –145.749 130.087 –0.070 –0.006 normal 0.014

alpha 2 0.926 41.286 –118.871 126.930 –0.005 –0.243 normal 0.021

scale 0.218 0.113 0.013 0.687 0.653 0.366 Weibull 0.022

theta 85.557 104.851 –89.961 269.360 0.039 –1.241 uniform 0.038

theta, circular descriptives1 –51.890 1.395 –89.961 269.360 0.023 –0.009 — —

DI2 97.711 2.273 83.035 99.995 –1.937 5.022 Weibull 0.116*

75 % Canonical organization 0.275 0.034 0.136 0.382 –0.001 0.067 normal 0.030

SQRT(Canonical organization) 0.524 0.033 0.369 0.618 –0.207 0.293 normal 0.031

Canonical accuracy 0.497 0.061 0.245 0.690 –0.001 0.067 normal 0.030

Scaling bias –0.033 0.040 –0.166 0.071 –0.075 –0.156 normal 0.018

Rotational bias 0.475 103.932 –179.906 179.164 0.012 –1.210 uniform 0.017

Rotational bias, circular
descriptives1

–97.920 1.406 –179.906 179.164 0.030 –0.010 — —

Distance accuracy 0.738 0.017 0.686 0.802 0.188 0.458 normal 0.025

Angle accuracy 0.500 0.059 0.281 0.700 0.009 0.016 normal 0.015

r 0.217 0.109 0.008 0.640 0.558 0.168 Weibull 0.021

alpha 1 –0.488 49.550 –137.810 135.662 –0.015 –0.266 normal 0.015

alpha 2 0.384 48.513 –146.890 169.436 0.034 –0.081 normal 0.016

scale 0.250 0.128 0.009 0.766 0.652 0.407 Weibull 0.016

theta 89.589 102.698 –89.632 269.527 0.014 –1.202 uniform 0.017

theta, circular descriptives1 49.550 1.403 –89.632 269.527 –0.016 0.025 — —

DI2 96.968 2.986 76.814 99.997 –2.050 6.226 Weibull 0.099*

50 % Canonical organization 0.118 0.019 0.065 0.174 0.101 –0.211 normal 0.034

SQRT(Canonical organization) 0.342 0.028 0.255 0.417 –0.122 –0.141 normal 0.035

Canonical accuracy 0.494 0.080 0.273 0.727 0.101 –0.211 normal 0.034

Scaling bias –0.027 0.050 –0.174 0.112 –0.002 –0.172 normal 0.017

Rotational bias –2.378 106.783 –179.972 179.568 0.011 –1.242 uniform 0.029

Rotational bias, circular
descriptives1

–177.988 1.387 –179.972 179.568 0.020 0.010 — —

Distance accuracy 0.729 0.027 0.639 0.818 0.135 –0.030 normal 0.027

Angle accuracy 0.496 0.077 0.270 0.734 0.071 –0.159 normal 0.017

r 0.276 0.139 0.003 0.692 0.419 –0.375 Weibull 0.020

alpha 1 –0.246 61.709 –212.093 244.730 –0.062 –0.007 normal 0.018

alpha 2 –0.005 63.622 –215.483 182.874 0.054 –0.129 normal 0.025

scale 0.319 0.168 0.004 0.855 0.533 –0.202 Weibull 0.014

theta 92.324 104.487 –89.710 269.228 –0.065 –1.216 uniform 0.026

theta, circular descriptives1 –161.284 1.389 –89.710 269.228 –0.016 0.011 — —

DI2 94.986 4.829 72.198 99.999 –1.556 2.470 Weibull 0.075*
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Experiment 1

Simulation 1 demonstrated how GMDA-unique and BDR
measures vary for randomly generated sketch maps.
However, we would be remiss to generalize our Simulation
1 findings to the maps that researchers would collect and
analyze using GMDA. Indeed, sketch maps of well-learned
environments should be far more accurate than randomly
generated maps. Therefore, we collected sketch maps of the
Tufts University (TU) campus from TU undergraduates to
examine the relationships between the software’s measures
in more systematic maps.

Method

Participants A total of 100 TU undergraduates (M age = 19.7,
52 male) participated for monetary compensation. The sample
was evenly split between class years (first-year, sophomore,
junior, senior).

Materials We created an 8.5 × 11 in. map drawing sheet that
consisted of a centered 7.3 × 9 in. rectangle inwhich participants
drew their maps. This sheet also provided a single intersection
and an orienting arrow to indicate the uphill direction (TU is
located on a hill). We created a basic mode coordinates file in
GMDA that contained 36 TU landmarks and manually entered
their Cartesian-transposed latitude and longitude coordinates
obtained from Google Earth (Google, Inc., 2014).

Procedure Participants drew a sketch map of the TU campus,
from memory, on a map-drawing sheet, taking as long as
needed to complete the task. The approximate average com-
pletion time was 10 min.

Analysis

We scored the maps using GMDA in basic mode. We did not
correct rotation for any of the maps, because the provided
drawing sheet included orienting information. We divided the
resulting configural measures into two conceptual groups:
bias measures and accuracy measures. Bias measures reflect
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Table 2 (continued)

% Total Landmarks
Drawn

Configural Measure Name Mean SD Min Max Skew Kurtosis Best Fit
Distribution

KS Statistic

25 % Canonical organization 0.027 0.007 0.005 0.045 0.077 –0.127 normal 0.066*

SQRT(Canonical organization) 0.163 0.022 0.074 0.213 –0.343 0.300 normal 0.035

Canonical accuracy 0.496 0.127 0.100 0.833 0.077 –0.127 normal 0.066*

Scaling bias –0.010 0.078 –0.244 0.227 –0.007 –0.178 normal 0.025

Rotational bias 0.951 103.876 –179.923 179.855 –0.060 –1.225 uniform 0.025

Rotational bias, circular
descriptives1

100.860 1.392 –179.923 179.855 –0.010 0.010 — —

Distance accuracy 0.703 0.056 0.573 0.902 0.314 –0.072 normal 0.032

Angle accuracy 0.499 0.116 0.174 0.826 0.026 –0.221 normal 0.023

r 0.410 0.190 0.010 0.894 0.190 –0.601 Weibull 0.031

alpha 1 –2.564 93.092 –274.367 300.326 –0.034 –0.178 normal 0.026

alpha 2 –2.689 93.884 –287.131 280.401 0.013 –0.215 normal 0.012

scale 0.481 0.261 0.015 1.598 0.740 0.706 Weibull 0.015

theta 91.455 105.473 –89.988 269.759 –0.025 –1.232 uniform 0.020

theta, circular descriptives1 –118.795 1.396 –89.988 269.759 0.018 0.010 — —

DI2 88.640 10.256 44.813 99.995 –1.401 1.957 Weibull 0.041

1 Circular descriptives were calculated with the CircStat MATLAB toolbox (Berens, 2009), angular deviation is reported as the SD. 2 prior to distribution
fitting, DI was reflected with this equation: DI’ = (1 – DI) + 100. * KS critical = 0.0515, α = .01
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aspects of the sketchmap that are directional in nature, such as
rotation or scaling. The bias measures include scaling bias,
rotational bias, scale, and theta. Accuracy measures reflect the
sketch map’s overall nondirectional accuracy/error. These
measures decrease equivalently with errors in either direction.
The accuracy measures include SQRT(canonical organiza-
tion), canonical accuracy, distance accuracy, angle accuracy,
r, and DI. We then computed descriptive statistics and bivar-
iate correlations for both the bias and accuracy measures (see
Table 3), using circular statistics when appropriate (Berens,
2009).

Descriptive statistics Table 3 reveals several notable aspects
of the map measures calculated from a real map set. First, the
measures maintained the best-fit distributions found in
Simulation 1. Using the same procedure from Simulation 1,
we fit the Table 2 distributions to the TU map set. All of the
measures, except rotational bias and theta, maintained their
respective best-fit distributions (all KS statistics < KScrit =
0.1358, α = .05). It should be noted that both r and DI
switched the direction of their skew, with r being negatively
skewed and DI being positively skewed. This reflects that, in
general, participants in this sample produced high-quality
sketch maps, a clear contrast with the random maps in
Simulation 1. Rotational bias and theta were not uniformly
distributed, as in Simulation 1, but instead were normally
distributed, as confirmed by the KS test (α = .05). This finding
makes sense, given that participants received orienting infor-
mation, greatly reducing the sketch map rotation variance.

Correlations between bias measures Rotational bias was
highly correlated with theta (circular–circular correlation co-
efficient = ρcc = –.963), and the means were nearly reciprocals
of one another, –28.6 and 27.5, respectively. This suggests
that the measures are functionally the same. We explored this
assumption further by calculating the same correlation for the
random map set from Simulation 1 (nDL = 24). This analysis
also revealed a significant correlation (ρcc = –.905). Taken
together, these findings strongly suggest that rotational bias
and theta index the same rotational metric. This is important to
consider because rotational bias, unlike theta, can be calculat-
ed for individual landmarks. Another important point is that
bias measures indexing distances are dissociable from those
indexing rotation. Scaling bias and scale are uncorrelated with
rotational bias and theta. Interestingly, scaling bias was not
correlated with scale suggesting these two measures reflect
different aspects of sketch map distance representation, with
the former representing the scaling of interlandmark distances
and the later representing the scaling of the entire landmark
configuration.

Correlations between accuracy measures In general, the
GMDA-unique and BDR accuracy measures were inter- and T
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intracorrelated with some exceptions. Notably, distance accu-
racy was correlated with neither canonical accuracy nor angle
accuracy. This suggests that distance accuracy uniquely in-
dexes distance representation, whereas canonical and angle
accuracy index angular configuration. However, distance ac-
curacy correlated with SQRT(canonical organization), sug-
gesting that more complete maps also possessed better dis-
tance representation. Furthermore, distance accuracy was
most highly intercorrelated with the BDR accuracy measures,
suggesting that they too index distance representation.

Principal components analysis Those measures that correlate
likely reflect similar aspects of the sketch map. To further
explore this point, we conducted principal components anal-
yses (PCAs) separately for the bias and accuracy measures.
Table 4 presents the extracted components and their factor
loadings, and Table 5 presents the factor loadings for the
components whose eigenvalues exceeded 1. For both the bias
and accuracy measures, two components appeared to index
distance representation and angular configuration, on the basis
of their loadings. The correlative nature of the map measures
can pose problems for analyses that assume noncollinearity,
such as multiple regression. Because of this, we recommend
either choosing representative measures of each factor or
creating composite scores when conducting statistical
analyses.

Simulation 2

Our final validating simulations explored how GMDA’s basic
and advanced modes differ and the utility and interpretation of
individual landmark measures. Recall that advanced mode
denotes landmarks with a bounding rectangle, a landmark
box. Rectangles have both variable size and shape, as com-
pared to a single point (i.e., basic mode), and thus are pre-
sumed to reflect unique landmark features. These features are
(1) variations in landmark size, (2) variations in landmark

shape, and (3) landmark containment relationships. In
Simulation 2, we provided example maps and demonstrated
that advanced mode is capable of detecting these features.
Then we consider the individual landmark measures, demon-
strating that they capture differences in individual landmark
placement and how individual landmarks contribute to a
sketch map’s overall configural scores.

Landmark size distortion We first examined whether ad-
vanced mode could detect landmark size distortion in sketch
maps. Because basic mode represents landmarks with a single
(x, y) point, it cannot detect landmark size distortions.
Consider a sketch map in which the center position of each
landmark is identical to the landmark’s position in the target
environment, but landmark size varies. In this case, size
distortion would not change the (x, y) coordinates in basic
mode, but would affect the size of the landmark boxes in
advanced mode. To test this, we created a simple target envi-
ronment consisting of four rectangles and a sketch map in
which we manipulated landmark size while holding position
constant (see Fig. 11). We then analyzed the map in basic and
advanced mode. Even though this sketch map’s landmarks
differed in size from the target environment, basic mode
awarded it perfect scores because the center position, which
is marked by a cross in the figure, was unchanged. In contrast,
both advanced mode’s configural and individual landmark
measures decreased, reflecting the size distortion (see
Table 6). Notably, the individual landmark BDR parameter
scale captured the direction and magnitude of the size distor-
tion. Scaled-up landmarks and scaled-down landmarks pos-
sessed individual scale values greater and less than 1,
respectively.

Landmark shape distortion We next examined whether ad-
vanced mode could detect landmark shape distortion. Again,
basic mode is ill-suited for this task, because a landmark’s
shape can change without affecting its center position. To test
this, we created a simple target environment consisting of four
rectangles. We then created a sketch map in which we manip-
ulated landmark shape while holding position constant (see
Fig. 12), analyzing the map in both software modes. As with
size distortion, basic mode was unable to detect shape distor-
tion in this map, giving it perfect scores. In contrast, both
advanced mode’s configural and individual landmark mea-
sures decreased, reflecting the shape distortion (see Table 7).
Notably, the individual landmark BDR parameter r captured
the magnitude of the shape distortion.

Landmark containment violation Finally, we examined
whether advanced mode could detect violations of contain-
ment relationships. This is again problematic for basic mode,
because containment relationships between landmarks can
change while the landmarks’ center positions are maintained.

Table 4 Extracted components, eigenvalues, and percentage of
variance explained from principal components analyses of the bias and
accuracy measures

Bias Measures Accuracy Measures

Initial Eigenvalues Initial Eigenvalues

Component Total % of Variance Component Total % of Variance

1 1.969 49.215 1 3.032 50.526

2 1.076 26.905 2 1.632 27.208

3 0.920 22.995 3 0.844 14.059

4 0.035 0.884 4 0.374 6.241

5 0.109 1.810

6 0.009 0.156
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To test this, we created a target environment consisting of four
rectangles that were nested within each other (see Fig. 13a). We
then created a sketch map in which we swapped the contain-
ment relationships between landmarks (ex. Landmark 1
CONTAINS Landmark 2 → Landmark 2 CONTAINS
Landmark 1) while maintaining each landmark’s center posi-
tion (see Fig. 13b), analyzing the map in both software modes.
As expected, basic mode was unable to detect the containment
violations, giving it perfect scores. In contrast, both advanced
mode’s configural and individual landmark measures de-
creased, reflecting the containment violation (see Table 8).

Applications of advanced mode Given advanced mode’s abil-
ity to detect these map features and the additional calculation
of individual landmark BDR parameters, one might wonder
why not use advanced mode all the time? We offer two
reasons that researchers should prefer basic mode. First, ana-
lyzing a sketch map in advanced mode is more time-
consuming and computationally intensive. Resizing and shap-
ing landmark boxes necessarily takes more time than does
positioning landmark labels. Choosing advanced mode can
slow analysis considerably for a large set of sketch maps.
Furthermore, advanced mode requires more pairwise compar-

isons than basic mode (
8˙nDL

2

� �
−nTL 8

2

� �
vs.

nTL
2

� �
),

and is thus more computationally expensive. However, on the
basis of our testing, even complex maps containing 48 land-
marks only took a few seconds to process. Second, when
analyzing maps that do not possess (or possess few of) the
previously discussed map features, basic and advanced anal-
yses yield similar results. Because of the added temporal
demands and redundancy with basic mode in most cases, we
recommend using advanced mode only if sketch maps contain
the previously discussed map features and the features are
relevant to the experimenter’s research questions.

Individual landmark measures An important advantage of
GMDA over previous sketch map analysis approaches is the
inclusion of configural measures for individual landmarks.
GMDA calculates its unique measures for individual land-
marks that reflect their placement accuracy. To demonstrate
this, we first created a target environment: an office building

floor that included four offices, each with two objects. We
defined each object, office, and the floor as landmarks, thus
including all levels of this environment’s hierarchy, for a total
of 13 landmarks. We then created a sketch map of this office
floor in which some landmarks were correctly placed, whereas
others were not. Specifically, we moved two objects out of
their office and moved one office to a new location, keeping
the objects in place inside it. Figure 14 depicts the sketch map
and target environment. We then analyzed the sketch map in
basic mode. All GMDA-unique measures were calculated for
individual landmarks, but for simplicity we will only discuss
canonical accuracy. Figure 15 depicts the canonical accuracy
(CA) for each landmark. Incorrectly relocated landmarks had
lower individual canonical accuracy scores, reflecting their in-
accurate placement (CAtable = .67, CAcomputer = .5, CAoffice 3 =
.29). Importantly, the mean of the GMDA-unique individual
landmark measures equaled the overall configural measures
(circular mean for rotational bias). Thus, we can interpret the
magnitude of a landmark’s deviation from this mean as a mea-
sure of that landmark’s influence on the overall configural

Table 5 Factor loadings of extracted components from principle components analyses of bias and accuracy measures

Measure Component 1 Component 2 Measure Component 1 Component 2

Scaling bias 0.104 –0.718 SQRT(Canonical organization) 0.483 –0.119

Rotational bias 0.988 0.074 Canonical accuracy 0.498 0.835

scale –0.023 0.745 Distance accuracy 0.787 –0.328

theta –0.990 –0.019 Angle accuracy 0.561 0.794

r 0.897 –0.298

DI –0.901 0.308

Fig. 11 Sketch map (black) in which size (but not position) has been
manipulated relative to the target environment (gray). Landmarks 1 and 4
have been scaled down, and Landmarks 2 and 3 have been scaled up.
Crosses denote the center positions of landmarks
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measure. There are different ways to calculate this influence.We
offer one suggestion here.

Landmark Inf luence ¼ 100� jindividual landmark measure − conf igural measurejXn
1

jindividual landmark measure − conf igural measurej

Using this formula, we see that Office 3’s position exerts
the most influence on configural canonical accuracy (28 %),
whereas the table and computer exert less—6 % and 16 %,
respectively. So Office 3 was the largest contributor to the
canonical accuracy error. As is evident from this example, the
GMDA-unique individual landmark measures are useful for
detecting erroneously placed landmarks and their influence on
the overall sketch map configuration. In addition, they can be
used to distinguish well-learned landmarks in a set of sketch
maps, perhaps discovering environment Bhubs^ and/or land-
marks that are consistently placed incorrectly. Thus, the indi-
vidual measures, used in conjunction with the configural
measures, can yield a more complete psychometric picture
of sketch map accuracy.

Using GMDA for inference

GMDAyields multiple dependent measures that provide sev-
eral options for data analysis, but this plurality can overwhelm
the first-time user, making mapping the measures to infer-
ences difficult. In this section, we discuss how GMDA can be
used to explore different research questions (applications of
BDR have been discussed previously, see Friedman&Kohler,
2003). GMDA’s measures have many overlapping properties
that lend themselves well to inference (see Table 9 for a

Table 6 Configural and individual landmark measures, calculated in advanced mode, for sketch map with landmark size distortion (Fig. 11)

Individual Landmark Measures

Configural Measures Landmark 1 Landmark 2 Landmark 3 Landmark 4

GMDA Canonical accuracy 0.887 0.922 0.898 0.852 0.875

Scaling bias 0.057 0.050 0.060 0.064 0.054

Rotational bias –0.057 –0.062 –0.134 0.001 –0.033

Distance accuracy 0.908 0.915 0.903 0.901 0.914

Angle accuracy 0.940 0.940 0.936 0.940 0.943

BDR r 0.957 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

scale 0.957 0.463 2.152 2.152 0.465

alpha 1 –0.112

alpha 2 1.534

theta –0.071

DI 28.978

Note that the individual scale parameter captures the direction and magnitude of landmark scaling

Fig. 12 Sketch map (black) in which shape (but not position) has been
manipulated relative to the target environment (gray). Landmarks 1 and 4
have been compressed vertically, and Landmarks 2 and 3 have been
compressed horizontally. Crosses denote the center positions of landmarks
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summary). First, recall that we conceptually divided the mea-
sures into bias measures that reflect directional aspects of the
sketch map, and accuracy measures that reflect nondirectional
accuracy/error. Researchers may investigate bias measures if
they are interested in research questions with directional pre-
dictions. For example, does an experimental manipulation
cause participants to rotate their mental representations clock-
wise (rotational bias and theta) or scale up interlandmark dis-
tances (scaling bias)? Conversely, accuracy measures (canoni-
cal accuracy and r) can address nondirectional research ques-
tions, such as whether a manipulation affects map quality as a
whole. Second, concerning the GMDA-unique measures, we
distinguished between the canonical measures (canonical orga-
nization/accuracy) and the metrical measures (scaling/rotational
bias, distance/angle accuracy). This distinction captures mental
representation granularity. The canonical measures consider
relative N/S/E/W placement, but not fine-grained distance and
angular relationships as the metrical measures do. Researchers

can exploit this distinction, exploring how manipulations influ-
ence the coarse-grained versus fine-grained development of
spatial mental representations, by comparing the canonical
and metrical measures. Third, our PCA revealed that the de-
pendent measures group into two components that index dis-
tance and angular representation. Given this grouping, it ap-
pears that GMDA is well-suited for research questions explor-
ing how these different types of representations build during
spatial mental representation formation. Fourth, GMDA pro-
vides both unique measures and BDR parameters, and
Experiment 1 demonstrated that GMDA and BDR measures
are correlated. Researchers may be unsure which measures to
use. As a general rule, when considering overall map quality
(i.e., configural measures), BDR is appropriate (r is typically
reported). However, if the target environment contains few
landmarks or the map is missing several landmarks, GMDA-
unique measures are more appropriate. These measures main-
tain stable values as the number of drawn landmarks decreases

Table 7 Configural and individual landmark measures, calculated in advanced mode, for sketch maps with landmark shape distortion (Fig. 12)

Individual Landmark Measures

Configural Measures Landmark 1 Landmark 2 Landmark 3 Landmark 4

GMDA Canonical accuracy 0.922 0.906 0.922 0.922 0.938

Scaling bias 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.000 0.000

Rotational bias 1.847 1.175 2.094 1.989 2.137

Distance accuracy 0.927 0.936 0.918 0.922 0.934

Angle accuracy 0.942 0.952 0.936 0.943 0.939

BDR r 0.960 0.938 0.685 0.741 0.874

scale 0.960 0.936 0.689 0.738 0.874

alpha 1 –1.711

alpha 2 1.215

theta 0.016

DI 27.881

Note that the individual r parameter captures the magnitude of landmark shape distortion

a) b)

Fig. 13 Sketch map (b) in which interlandmark containment relation-
ships (but not position) have been manipulated relative to the target
environment (a). In contrast to the target environment, in the sketch

map Landmark 2 contains Landmark 1, and Landmark 4 contains Land-
mark 3. Crosses denote the center positions of landmarks
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(see Fig. 10). Finally, GMDA yields its unique measures for
individual landmarks, a significant addition to existing tech-
niques. Researchers can use these measures to examine ques-
tions concerning representations of individual landmarks. For
example, does manipulating the saliency of landmarks influ-
ence representational accuracy for those landmarks?
Furthermore, using the individual BDR parameters (r, scale)
in advanced mode can reveal subtle distortions in individual
landmarks. For example, are more salient landmarks distorted
in shape (r) or increased in size (scale) in one’s mental repre-
sentation? We believe that the research questions surveyed
above scratch the surface of a broad body of potential research
that GMDA can address. Indeed, GMDA has great potential as
an inference tool across a wide variety of cognitive domains.

Discussion

The simulations and experiments detailed above validate the
Gardony Map Drawing Analyzer’s stable properties for both

randomly generated and real sketch maps. In Simulation 1, we
showed that when scoring random maps, GMDA and
bidimensional regression (BDR; Friedman & Kohler, 2003)
measures follow established statistical distributions and main-
tain these distributions when increasing numbers of landmarks
are missing from the sketch map. In Experiment 1, we scored a
large set of sketch maps from a well-learned environment (a
university campus) with GMDA. We showed that the explan-
atory distributions for the randomly generated maps in
Simulation 1 continued to best explain the data. We also found
that the measures were highly correlated, and a subsequent
PCA revealed that the measures group into two components of
map accuracy, distance representation and angular configura-
tion. Finally, in Simulation 2, we demonstrated that GMDA’s
advanced mode is able to capture unique features of sketch
maps: variations in landmark size and shape, and
interlandmark containment violations. Furthermore, we
showed that GMDA’s unique individual landmark measures
are able to measure how individual landmarks contribute to a
sketch map’s overall configural scores. Taken together, the

Table 8 Configural and individual landmark measures, calculated in advanced mode, for sketch maps with containment violation (Fig. 13)

Individual Landmark Measures

Configural Measures Landmark 1 Landmark 2 Landmark 3 Landmark 4

GMDA Canonical accuracy 0.883 0.875 0.891 0.875 0.891

Scaling bias –0.001 –0.068 0.066 –0.018 0.015

Rotational bias 0.037 –0.018 0.083 0.119 –0.037

Distance accuracy 0.914 0.914 0.914 0.913 0.914

Angle accuracy 0.881 0.903 0.903 0.858 0.861

BDR r 0.935 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

scale 0.949 0.776 1.349 0.450 2.231

alpha 1 0.617

alpha 2 0.383

theta –0.010

DI 35.356

Fig. 14 Sketch map of an office target environment. Most landmarks are in identical positions relative to the target environment. However, Office 4’s
objects and Office 3 have been relocated (target environment landmark locations are shown in gray)
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simulation and experimental results show that GMDA pro-
vides configural and individual landmark measures that reli-
ably index sketch map quality.

Limitations

Despite its advantages over current techniques, GMDA has
limitations. First, in GMDA landmarks necessarily couple iden-
tity and location memory. However, previous research has
shown that identity and location memory are distinct and can
be measured separately (Hasher & Zacks, 1979; Naveh-
Benjamin, 1987; Treisman & Zhang, 2006; Vogel, Woodman,
& Luck, 2001). Consider a map in which an outline of one
landmark is drawn but the identity label is omitted. In this case,
the participant remembered the location of the landmark but
could not recall its identity. Researchers using GMDA to ana-
lyze this map would have no choice but to mark this landmark

missing, even though it is clear that the participant had some
memory of the landmark. Second, we designed GMDA’s inter-
face to be compact in order to fit on present-day computer
monitors, which tend to have at least 900 pixels of vertical
and horizontal resolution. However, the 700 × 700 pixel sketch
map window is often cramped when scoring sketch maps
containing several landmarks. Third, GMDA’s sketch map
rotation functionality currently only supports rotation in 90°
increments. However, it is likely that researchers will collect
sketch maps that are rotated in non-right-angle orientations. In
cases in which researchers wish to correct such maps’ orien-
tations to 0°, we recommend rotating the map images with
external image manipulation software. Fourth, advanced
mode’s landmark boxes provide advantages over basic mode
for certain map features, such as differential landmark size,
shape, and containment. However, they are represented by
rectangles, and thus are not well-suited for certain landmarks,

Configural 

score

Fig. 15 Canonical accuracy for individual landmarks in the office sketch map. Relocated landmarks are shown in red

Table 9 Properties of GMDA’s calculated measures for drawn landmarks

Measure GMDA / BDR Bias / Accuracy
Measures

Distance / Angular
Representation

Coarse / Fine – Grained Individual Measures
Interpretable?

Canonical accuracy1 G A A C Y

Scaling bias G B D F Y

Rotational bias G B A F Y

Distance accuracy G A D F Y

Angle accuracy G A A F Y

r B A D F Y2

scale B B D F Y2

theta B B A F N

DI B A D F N3

1 Properties are shared with Sqrt(Canonical organization). 2 Advanced mode only, not available in basic. 3 Individual DI can be interpreted because it
patterns strongly with r, but using r is conventional
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such as oddly shaped or diagonally oriented landmarks and
complex routes, such as windy roads. In these cases, the
researcher can position landmark boxes to surround the land-
marks, but will inevitably include nonlandmark space
and/or other landmarks within the bounding box.
Finally, GMDA also exhibits a limitation of map draw-
ing in general: Accurate map drawing depends in part
on drawing ability. Differential drawing ability in par-
ticipants thus could confound the map-drawing data
(Davies & Pederson, 2001; Golledge, 1976). Because
of this, researchers should keep in mind that drawing
ability will add variance to sketch map data.

Spatial cognition specific and domain-general applications

GMDA has several immediate applications in spatial cogni-
tion research, as well as the potential for use in a wide array of
cognitive domains. At its most basic, GMDA can be used to
measure differences in spatial memory between participant
groups and the influence of experimental manipulations on
sketch map accuracy. Researchers can also use GMDA, spe-
cifically the individual landmark measures, to measure differ-
ences in landmark knowledge and how experimental manip-
ulations influence the development of this knowledge. More
generally, intermittent map drawing during learning of a novel
environment can reveal how spatial memory development
unfolds. Because GMDA’s measures group into distance rep-
resentation and angular configuration components, re-
searchers can examine how these components of spatial mem-
ory develop and whether and how experimental manipulations
facilitate or impair these components. Additionally, should a
researcher wish to use a landmark arrangement task (com-
monly adopted in BDR-based experiments), GMDA’s graph-
ical user interface allows participants to Bdraw^ their map
directly in the software. Participants can then manipulate
landmark labels/boxes on a map template image, effectively
removing the need for researchers to analyze maps. In this
way, GMDA can be used not only as a data analysis tool, but
also a data collection tool.

Turning to more domain-general applications, GMDA can
be used to score any configural representation, such as hand
drawings. Drawing tasks are used in several cognitive domains.
For example, the clock-drawing task (CDT) is one of the most
widely used tests of neuropsychological function in clinical
domains (Rabin, Barr, & Burton, 2005; Shulman, 2000).
However, there is great variation in how the CDT is scored
(Freedman et al., 1994). GMDA could be used to quantitatively
assess the quality of clock drawings, enriching current CDT
qualitative analysis techniques. Another possible application of
GMDA and its measures is in eyetracking. Eyetracking exper-
iments often yield Bfixation maps^ in which (x, y) points

corresponding to fixation locations are recorded on a visually
presented image. GMDA can be used to measure configural
differences between fixation maps or between fixation maps
and predefined regions of interest (ROIs). Furthermore, ad-
vanced mode could be used to measure the scaling of fixation
areas relative to ROIs. GMDA can be similarly applied to
multidimensional scaling (MDS) representations. MDS repre-
sents measurements of similarity (or dissimilarity) among pairs
of items as distances between points in a low-dimensional space
(Borg & Groenen, 2005; Cox & Cox, 2000). Two-dimensional
MDS representations depict points in 2-D space and are thus
well-suited for comparisonwith GMDA. These are just some of
the possible domain-general applications of GMDA, but it is
clear that GMDA, like BDR, can be applied in any context in
which 2-D data sets are compared.

Conclusions

Sketch maps offer a window into the mental representation of
space, but computational approaches to sketch map analysis are
presently inconsistent and inadequate. Researchers have
approached this problem either by relying on subjective evalu-
ation of maps or bidimensional regression (Friedman&Kohler,
2003). The former is time-intensive and sensitive to bias. The
latter, though computational and widely accepted, requires
complete landmark knowledge and landmark coordinate ex-
traction, and it cannot accommodate nested landmarks. In the
present article, we presented the Gardony Map Drawing
Analyzer, a sketch map analysis software package, and de-
scribed its operation, measures of configural and individual
landmark placement, and validating simulations and experi-
ments. We showed that GMDA yields both BDR measures
and novel GMDA-unique measures that are reliable and reflect
aspects of spatial mental representations, such as canonical
relationships, distances, and angles. In addition to its novel
measures, GMDA introduces new analysis techniques, such
as the calculation of GMDA-unique individual landmark mea-
sures and BDR individual landmark measures. In our view, this
combination of analyses at the configural and landmark levels
positions GMDA as the current most comprehensive approach
to sketch map analysis. Our hope is that researchers across
cognitive science disciplines will find our software useful in
revealing the subtle intricacies of spatial memory development.
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Soldier Research, Development, and Engineering Center (NSRDEC),
administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education
through an interagency agreement between the USDepartment of Energy
and NSRDEC.
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Appendix A: Procedures and formulae for calculating
GMDA-unique measures

Canonical organization (CanOrg)

nTL number of landmarks in target environment

basic mode : n ¼ nTL
2

� �

advanced mode : n ¼ 8˙nTL
2

� �
−nTL 8

2

� �

Calculation procedure for calculating canonical scores:
For each of the n landmark comparisons:

1. If the N/S placement of the sketch map’s landmark pair is
correct, award 1 point

2. If incorrect, award 0 points
3. If one (or both) landmarks are missing from sketch map,

award 0 points
4. Repeat Steps 1–3 for the E/W dimension

CanOrg ¼

Xn
i¼1

canonical scorei

2n

SQRT(CanOrg)

SQRT CanOrgð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CanOrg

p

The following measures can be calculated for the overall
map (configural) or for each individual landmark (individual):

Canonical accuracy (CanAcc)

nDL number of drawn landmarks in the sketch map

basic mode : n ¼ nDL
2

� �
advanced mode : n ¼ 8˙nDL

2

� �
−nTL 8

2

� �

The calculation procedure is identical to that for CanOrg,
except that comparisons containing missing landmarks are
omitted from the calculation.

Calculation procedure for calculating canonical scores:
For each of the n landmark comparisons containing 2

drawn landmarks:

1. If the N/S placement of the sketch map’s landmark pair is
correct, award 1 point

2. If incorrect, award 0 points
3. If one (or both) landmarks are missing from sketch map,

award 0 points
4. Repeat Steps 1–3 for the E/W dimension

CanAcc ¼

Xn
i¼1

canonical scorei

2n

CanAccindividual ¼

Xn
i¼1

canonical scorei

2n
where nbasic ¼ nDL − 1; nadvanced ¼ 8⋅nDL−8*

*Note: In advancedmode, the software reports the mean of
the calculated individual measures of the landmark’s 8 periph-
eral points.

Scaling bias and distance accuracy

dSM interlandmark Euclidean distance for a pairwise
landmark comparison in sketch map

dTE interlandmark Euclidean distance for a pairwise
landmark comparison in target environment

maxDSM maximum interlandmark distance in sketch map
maxDTE maximum interlandmark distance in target

environment, only drawn landmarks are considered

drSM distance ratio for a pairwise landmark comparison
in sketch map

drTE distance ratio for a pairwise landmark comparison
in target environment

drDiff difference score between distance ratios for sketch
map and target environment
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nDL number of drawn landmarks in the sketch map

basic mode : n ¼ nDL
2

� �

advanced mode : n ¼ 8˙nDL
2

� �
−nTL 8

2

� �

Calculation procedure for calculating distance ratios:
For each of the n pairwise landmark comparisons:

1. dSM , maxDSM, dTE, and maxDTE are calculated
using the distance formula and the (x, y) coordinates

of the sketch map’s and target environment’s land-
marks, respectively.

2. drSM ¼ dSM
maxDSM

3. drTE ¼ dTE
maxDTE

4. drDi f f ¼ drSM − drTE

Scaling Bias ¼

Xn
i¼1

drDi f f i

n

Scaling Biasindividual ¼

Xn
i¼1

drDi f f i

n
where nbasic ¼ nDL−1; nadvanced ¼ 8⋅nDL−8*

Distance Accuracy ¼ 1−

Xn
i¼1

jdrDi f f i j

n

Distance Accuracyindividual ¼ 1−

Xn
i¼1

jdrDi f f i j

n
where nbasic ¼ nDL−1; nadvanced ¼ 8⋅nDL−8*

* Note: In advanced mode, the software reports the arith-
metic mean of the calculated individual measures of the land-
mark’s eight peripheral points.

Rotational bias and angle accuracy

L1 and L2 represent the two landmarks in each
pairwise landmark comparison, the SM subscript refers
to the sketch map’s landmarks, and TE to the target
environment’s.

.x and .y refer to the x and y coordinates representing the
location of a landmark

angSM interlandmark angle (in radians) for a pairwise
landmark comparison in sketch map

angTE interlandmark angle (in radians) for a pairwise
landmark comparison in target environment

angDiff difference score (in radians) between angles for
sketch map and target environment

nDL number of drawn landmarks in the sketch map

basic mode : n ¼ nDL
2

� �

advanced mode : n ¼ 8˙nDL
2

� �
−nTL 8

2

� �

Note that in the following equations, atan2 accepts param-
eters in (y, x) order, as is conventional in several program-
ming languages.

For each of the n pairwise landmark comparisons:

1. angSM ¼ atan2 L2SM :x−L1SM :x; L2SM :y−L1SM :yð Þ

2. angTE ¼ atan2 L2TE:x−L1TE:x; L2TE:y−L1TE:yð Þ

3. angDiff ¼ angSM−angTE
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Rotational Bias ¼ 180

π

� �
atan2

Xn
i¼1

sin angDi f f i

n
;

Xn
i¼1

cos angDi f f i

n

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Rotational Biasindividual ¼ 180

π

� �
atan2

Xn
i¼1

sin angDi f f i

n
;

Xn
i¼1

cos angDi f f i

n

0
BBB@

1
CCCA where nbasic ¼ nDL − 1; nadvanced ¼ 8⋅nDL − 8*

Angle Accuracy ¼ 1−

Xn
i¼1

j 180

π

� �
angDi f f i j

180n

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Angle Accuracyindividual ¼ 1−

Xn
i¼1

j 180

π

� �
angDi f f i j

180n

0
BBB@

1
CCCA where nbasic ¼ nDL − 1; nadvanced ¼ 8⋅nDL − 8*

* Note: In advanced mode, the software reports the
mean (circular mean for rotational bias, arithmetic mean
for angle accuracy) of the calculated individual mea-
sures of the landmark’s eight peripheral points. For
rotational bias, 8n is substituted for n in the equation
in order to correctly average the angular difference
scores.
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